THE OMEGA OF APOSTASY

Is it "ROMANISM?" No. Is it "SUNDAY?" No. Is it "DRUGS?" No. Is it "APOSTATE PROTESTANTISM?" No. Perhaps we FORGET that "BABYLON!" is a "WOMAN!" She is a "SHE!" She DOES NOT carry a MACHINE GUN in her PURSE. She offers "RUBY LIPS!" and "LOVE!" and "KISSES!" The most IMPORTANT thing in her world is "UNITY!" "WHOSOEVER THEREFORE WILL BE A "FRIEND!" OF THE WORLD "IS!" THE "ENEMY!" OF GOD!" JAMES 4:4.

"LOVE NOT!"

THE LAST MESSAGE is the OPPOSITE OF SEEKING "LOVE!" and "UNITY!" It is a "SPECIAL MESSAGE!" by "ANOTHER ANGEL!"

"Come "OUT!" of Her, My people, that ye be not PARTAKERS of her "SINS!" and that ye receive "NOT!" of her "PLAGUES!" 1884 GC 421. Rev. 18:1,2,4. GC 603. "...the most terrible THREATENING ever borne to man!" EW 254. "WRATH! OF GOD UNMINGLED WITH MERCY!" 1884 GC 282. SR 383. GC 449.

CAN YOU IMAGINE ???

Just when a MESSAGE is to be given - the most "FEARFUL THREATENING EVER ADDRESSED TO MORTALS!" 1884 GC 282 - the CHURCH LEADERS - DRUNK ON THEIR OWN PROPHETIC OPIATES !!! AND US:

HAL LINDSEY:

"SATAN (and HAL LINDSEY!) ARE ALIVE! p.219. "GOD LOVES ME UNCONDITIONALLY!" (1974.) A.T.JONES had: "NO CONDI-
TIONS!" SM 1:377. (1893.) NEAL C. WILSON in his "27
THING!" HIGHLIGHTED the "UNCONDITIONAL LOVE! DOGM
A and since then it has come at us from EVERY QUARTER !!!
Does ONE of them KNOW what they are TALKING ABOUT- ???
WHAT DO I MEAN- ???

IN "EVENTS!" IN THEIR "ORDER!" (GC 594.)

THE "DEVIL'S TRAIN!" "It seemed that THE WHOLE WORLD was
on board, that there could not be ONE LEFT!" EW 88. WHAT
POWERED THAT TRAIN- ??? EW 262 TO 266,301 blares it forth
- EVERY PAGE tells us it is "SPIRITUALISM!"

- Page 1 -
"SPIRITUALISM CHAPTER!"

Informs us it is **GUSHING** over with "LOVE ABOVE LAW!" "...ELOQUENT PORTRAYALS OF "LOVE!" AND "CHARITY!" "EACH MIND WILL JUDGE ITSELF AND NOT ANOTHER!" "THE JUDGMENT WILL BE RIGHT, BECAUSE IT IS THE JUDGMENT OF SELF!" "THE THRONE IS WITHIN YOU!" GC 554 to 558. 1884 GC 374 to 379. This is his "MASTERPIECE!" This is his "FINAL EFFORT!" This is one of "THREE UNCLEAN SPIRITS LIKE FROGS...they are the "SPIRITS OF DEVILS!" GC 561. DRAGON - BEAST - FALSE PROPHET. Rev. 16:13,14. WHO IS "THE FALSE PROPHET-???" Those who get the "POWER!" of SATAN! These are those who have "DEPARTED FROM THE FAITH!" It cannot be anyone but who was once "IN THE FAITH!" SM 2:53-4. MM 88.

---

**HOW MANY IS "MANY-???"**

"MANY will stand IN-OUR-PULPITS with the TORCH of FALSE PROPHECY in THEIR HANDS, kindled from the HELLISH TORCH of SATAN!" Tm 409-10. (Getting pretty close - isn't it-???)

---

**DO YOU BELIEVE IT-??? WE BELIEVE IT-!!!**

NOTHING COULD BE MORE IMPORTANT JUST NOW-!!! WHO WOULD EVER BELIEVE - SATAN would come at us with "LOVE UNLIMITED-UNCONDITIONAL-!!!" It seemed the WHOLE WORLD was on board - there could not be ONE LEFT-!!! (DID HE GET YOU, TOO-???)

---

**OR ARE YOU ON THAT LITTLE NARROW PATHWAY-???**

"AND FEW THERE BE THAT FIND IT-!!!" Did you MANAGE to remain ONE-OF-THE-FEW-?? WILL YOU STAY WITH IT-?? WILL YOU TELL OTHERS-?? BLOT OUT OUR ADDRESS AND MAIL IT EVEN IF "NO-NAME-!!" But MAIL IT-!!! GET THE WARNING ACROSS-!!!

---

**HAL LINDSEY**

If we must (LIKE ISRAEL) must have a "KING!" like the NATIONS ROUND ABOUT - we must pick "HAL LINDSEY!" because the WORLD DOES-?? Is that why ROY A. ANDERSON - TEACHER of SDA MINISTERS - must he pick out a "HELL-TORMENT PRIEST?" Who gives us "UNCONDITIONAL LOVE!" of God and gives UNENDING TORMENT IN HELL at the same time! How he can match the two is "THE MYSTERY OF INIQUITY-!!!"

---

- Page 2 -
And on p.152 of his book - he gives us "DOCTRINES OF DEMONS:!!!"

KNOW WHAT IT IS ???

This CLOVEN-HOOVED FAVORITE OF THE WORLD ??? "DOCTRINE OF DEMONS:!!!" is to tell you to "KEEP THE LAW:!!!"

"ANY KIND OF "LAW!" you have CUT OFF the "POWER OF CHRIST!" in your LIFE:!!!" p.163. "Is the FIRST and the WORST "DOCTRINE OF DEMONS:!!!" p.154. (COMPARE with RH 2:419.) Can you IMAGINE an "ADVENTIST" MINISTER INSTRUCTING 20,000 ADVENTIST WORKERS and MILLIONS of people with that kind of PETTIFOGGING:!!! Their MOUTHS "WILL BE CLOSED WHILE THE PLAGUES ARE FALLING...

...and...SUCH FEEL THE IRON GRASP OF THIS "LAW!" TAKING HOLD OF THEM:!!!" EW 65-6.

IN "EVENTS!" IN THEIR "ORDER!"

(1) The "CHURCH!" is "ASLEEP!" Only "DREAMING!"
(2) The LORD gathers the ones the "CHURCH!" cast "OUT!"
(3) Since the "CHURCH!" is ASLEEP - HE "COMMISSIONS!" THE "OUTCASTS!" TO GIVE "THE LOUD CRY!" ISA. 11:12. RH 5:51,53,221-3,245.
(4) COL 406 (416) TWO "CHURCHES!" EYE EACH OTHER -!!!

THE "OUTCASTS!" - called a "PROCESSION!" DO-NOT-JOIN THE "SLEEPING" CHURCH - THE "SLEEPING" CHURCH "JOIN!" THEM - a SUPERIOR PEOPLE. That's why they were "OUT!" The "WISE!" if WISE ENOUGH - "JOINED THE THRONG!" "AND THE DOOR (of PROBATION!) WAS SHUT!" COL 406.

(5) Oh! You poor HAUGHTY "LAODICEANS!" You will FIGHT THIS TO THE DEATH! Will that STOP it from HAPPENING?

(6) "Here we see that "THE CHURCH!"..."THEY!" SAY...HE IS TOO MERCIFUL ("UNCONDITIONAL "LOVE!") TOO MERCIFUL to visit "HIS PEOPLE!" IN JUDGMENT! THUS "PEACE AND SAFETY!" IS THE CRY FROM...THSE DUMB DOGS THAT WOULD NOT BARK...ALL PERISH TOGETHER!" T5:211. RH 2:105.

(7) ALL CHURCH MEDIA (and REFORM!) SHOT THROUGH WITH "LOVE SLOBBER!" WILL THAT KEEP IT FROM HAPPENING?
(8) MERCY does all it can to REDEEM REPENTANT MAN. But there is a LIMIT - and there is an END -!!! There WAS in the days of NOAH. There WAS in the days of SODOM and GOMORRAH.
(9) They FULLY believed in the "LOVE!" of GOD -!!! WHAT DID THEY FAIL TO UNDERSTAND -??? That this world is a "THEATER!" T8:27. EV. 622.
(10) MYRIADS of INHABITANTS of the "UNIVERSE!" WATCH and LEARN from what is happening in this FALLEN WORLD. (THE EGW BOOK:) "REFLECTING CHRIST!" p.53:5; 60:2. T8:27. BC 6:1106. The "UNIVERSE!" has been PROMISED that "SIN!" would NOT rise up the "SECOND TIME!" And there is only ONE WAY to do that — !!!

(11) "GOD IS "LOVE!" SATAN had to find out that without GOD — THERE IS NO "LOVE!" SOP 1:29. HAL LINDSEY'S "UNCONDITIONAL LOVE!" is not "LOVE!". It is "INSANITY!" Satan started the IDEA of GAINING "BY FORCE!" what he wanted. PP 41. THAT PLUNGED THE UNIVERSE INTO "WAR!" SG 1:19.

(12) It had to be "QUARANTINED!" to this PLANET — WITHOUT GOD THERE IS NO LOVE — PEACE — HAPPINESS. To put them OUT-OF-THEIR-MISERY is an ACT OF MERCY !!! PP 101.

(13) They are NOT HAPPY-!!! And no one around them is HAPPY-!!! WHY SHOULD THEY LIVE-???

(14) Suppose there is a MOTHER. She thinks her SON might do well on a PLANET with his own KIND-!!! So she is given 1,000 YEARS to look up his RECORD.

(15) THEN — to remove any DOUBT — "THE REST of the DEAD lived not again until the 1,000 YEARS WERE FINISHED!" Rev. 20:5. WHY are they not allowed to "SLEEP-???

(16) So that MOTHER will SEE how that Son will act for 100 YEARS-!!! ISA. 65:15:20. How will they SPEND THAT 100 YEARS-??? SAME OLD SPIRIT! PREPARE FOR WAR-!!!

(17) Read it in 1884 GC 476. OPEN BOTH BOOKS - GC 662. READ THAT WHOLE CHAPTER-!!! JUST A FEW WORDS — but THAT MOTHER will come to God HERSELF and BEG HIM to put him OUT-OF-HIS-MISERY-!!!

(18) SO PEACE LIKE A RIVER CAN FLOW. "weeping may endure for a NIGHT — but JOY cometh in the MORNING-!!!" PSA. 30:5.